
WINONA, MN—(February 1, 2013)—Saint Mary’s Press, 
a recognized leader in Catholic publishing, is pleased 
to introduce The Catholic Children’s Bible. The Catholic 
Children’s Bible is the first complete Catholic Bible designed 
especially for children in second, third and fourth grades.

Unlike any other children’s Bible available today, The 
Catholic Children’s Bible includes all 73 books of the Good 
News Translation Catholic Edition Bible along with feature 
spreads that highlight 125 key Bible passages. The 2,000-
page Bible—truly a monumental masterpiece—offers 
vibrant illustrations to gain and maintain attention, color-
coded graphics to ease navigation, sequence frames to 
support visual learning, word definitions to encourage 
comprehension, and a colossal size that builds confidence 
in young learners.

Of particular note, thanks to input from leading children’s 
readability experts, The Catholic Children’s Bible supports 
and builds age-appropriate literacy skills through a 
number of intentional design elements, including 
larger font sizes, increased line and paragraph spacing, 
bold typefacing, colored text, simple column dividers, 
consistent navigation, and minimal hyphenation. The 
result is a Bible designed to inspire and empower children 
to read, live, understand and love the Word of God.

The Catholic Children’s Bible also has an accompanying 
iPad app. The Catholic Children’s Bible app allows children 
to interact with 40 of the Bible’s feature passage spreads 
through games, puzzles and read-along features. The app 
is available on the App Store.
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